How Smart is God?

How Smart is God?
Have you ever really thought about how
smart God is? God made the world. God
made the big blue sky and the bright
yellow sun. God makes puppies, kittens,
flowers, and trees. God made you and God
made me. God gives us eyes to see, ears to
hear, a heart, a brain, and hands and feet.
Just think of all we can see and do because
of how smart God is and how He makes us.
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but intelligent people believe in God - YouTube God isnt going to ask you what you learned from a book, scholarly
paper, or website. Hes only going to look at your heart. Is It Smart to Believe in God? UberFacts If God knew that
the human race would be so much trouble, why did he even bother? Were a cantankerous lot who cant seem to get along.
Why Jesus was so Smart (and its not because he was God) Jesus, himself was the very intellect of God. In the third
century St Augustine of Hippo elaborated a treatise on the interior life of the Holy Trinity - Father, Son Atheism may be
fashionable, but most intelligent people believe in God is what mind becomes when it has passed beyond the scale
of our At a recent AI conference, for example, listening to smart people Bill Steensland: How Smart is God? I was
always amazed at stories about Einsteins belief in religion. How could a man who lived after the quest for quantification
and proof allow for something so God Doesnt Care How Smart You Are: Tucker Carlson Reveals All I had been
confronted by my church teachers with a vision of God as Jealous, Wrathful, Vengeful, Capricious, Unpredictable.
Especially was Those with higher intelligence are less likely to believe in God I know its hard to understand how
otherwise intelligent people can .. And religions is a faith based system stating there is a God without any Are we too
smart for God? - Note: when I originally posted this, the question was Why dont smart people believe in God? The
qualification was added later. This questions premise is incorrect. 10 questions that every intelligent Christian must
answer - God is There was an experiment done about 20 years ago with two kittens. From the time they were born
they were kept in absolute darkness no If God is not real, why do so many intelligent people believe in God? God
knows everything. Guess that makes him pretty intelligent, right? Wrong! Actually, it makes Him pretty useless. Heres
why. Little Tommy is dying of cancer. Listen to How Smart is God? online - TuneIn Some theists will use this line
of defense when questioned about their beliefs: Person X is very intelligent, and he believes in God. Who am I to How
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smart was JESUS? - Quora A new study published in his months Personality and Social Psychology Review claims
to have conclusively proved that the more intelligent a Is God smart.? - Yahoo Answers God is infinitely intelligent
and He is the only being who could have created such a complex universe which has everything in place so perfectly
God is not SMART - Google Books Result As Christians, we are often urged to turn away from scientific discovery
and rely solely on the Bible as the source of our faith. On the other hand, many people in Why Do Intelligent,
Well-Educated People Still Believe Nonsense? Also, the United States is noted as being highly religious (only 10.5
percent are recorded as not believing in God), when compared to the Is Jesus smart? The Fathers House Meaning that
intelligent humans(us) are like god its just that we arnt Since Jesus was very smart at such a young age his IQ is over
120. God doesnt care how smart you think you are - The Isaiah 53:5 Project If you are an intelligent person, you
have to admit that its an interesting question On the one hand, you believe that God answers prayers and performs
miracles. Images for How Smart is God? More information. Have you ever really thought about how smart God is?
God made the world. God made the big blue sky and the bright yellow sun. God makes Was Krishna really a god or
he was a very smart and cunning Sure, we may have free will, but are we really intelligent enough to use it? I
imagine, to God, this must be similar to how we feel about getting Do smart people really believe in God? - Quora 7 min - Uploaded by DarkMatter2525Why have so many intelligent people believed in God? Allow me to count the
ways. If you A Smart and Logical God? - BahaiTeachings We think were SO smart. After all, look how much weve
advanced in the past 150 years. In the time of our great-grandparents, medicine was The IQ of God? Can it be
measured? [Archive] - Straight Dope He is God, isnt he? And you would be correct with that affirmation. But let me
ask you some more questions. When you think of people who are geniuses, What Would a Machine as Smart as God
Want? - Scientific American To say someone is god, you need to know god and you need to know that someone. God
as a concept has remained a mystery as our understanding needs to 44. Why would God make us so unintelligent?
500 Questions about They understood that because God is Not S.M.A.R.T, they dont have to be held back by their
limitations. They realised that the only thing which could prevent If God Is So Smart Why Did He Bother With Us?
The Church of How many people do you think simply say it because they do not want to be a I have to be honest. I am
really REALLY tired of this inference or (in your case) 20 Important Bible Verses About Intelligence - Bible
Reasons God doesnt care how smart you are, actually. Ultimately, intelligence and morality became the themes of the
interview. When asked what the Do smart people believe in God? Jonathan Fields You can spin this anyway you
want. It all depends on your own perspective. How smart are YOU? Consider this: God can wipe out the entire Can a
Smart Person Believe in God?: Michael Guillen How smart are you? Is your IQ (Intelligence Quotient) above
average? Parents like to brag on their childrens intelligence. But when the IQ is far
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